Virtual Machine Customization Using Resource Utilization Prediction for Efficient Utilization of Resources in IaaS Public Clouds
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Abstract. The main cause of energy wastage in cloud data centres is the low level of server utilization. Low server utilization is a consequence of allocating more resources than required for running applications. For instance, in Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) public clouds, cloud service providers (CSPs) deliver computing resources in the form of virtual machines (VMs) templates, which the cloud users have to choose from. More often, inexperienced cloud users tend to choose bigger VMs than their application requirements. To address the problem of inefficient resource utilization, the existing approaches focus on VM allocation and migration, which only leads to physical machine (PM) level optimization. Other approaches use horizontal auto-scaling, which is not a visible solution in the case of IaaS public cloud. In this paper, we propose an approach of customizing user VM’s size to match the resources requirements of their application workloads based on an analysis of real backend traces collected from a VM in a production data centre. In this approach, a VM is given fixed size resources that match applications workload demands and any demand that exceeds the fixed resource allocation is predicted and handled through vertical VM auto-scaling. In this approach, energy consumption by PMs is reduced through efficient resource utilization. Experimental results obtained from a simulation on CloudSim Plus using GWA-T-13 Materna real backend traces shows that data center energy consumption can be reduced via efficient resource utilization
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1. Introduction
1.1. Background
In the recent past, cloud computing has been indispensable in supporting computing needs in organizations. These organizations include individual cloud users, business corporations and educational entities [1]. The growth of cloud computing is because of its benefits such as, cost-saving, mobile access, flexibility and scalability and resource maximization, which traditional computing cannot offer. As a result, many cloud services provider (CSPs) such as Google, HP, Amazon, Facebook, IBM and Salesforce to small companies such as Linode, CloudSigma, Vultr and Digital Ocean are putting up many data centre to meet cloud computing demands [1]. Unfortunately, data centres consume a lot of energy, some of which is wasted. Currently, data centres consume about 3% of global electricity consumption and is expected to triple by the year 2020 [2]. The main cause of energy wastage in cloud data centres is the low level of server utilization [3]. Low server utilization is a consequence of allocating more resources than required to running applications. For instance, in Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) public clouds, cloud service providers (CSPs) deliver
computing resources in the form of virtual machines (VMs) templates, which users have to choose from. For inexperienced cloud users, who have little knowledge of how much resources are required by their applications, it is difficult to make an optimal decision [4]. More often, the non-expert users overprovision resources, which go to waste despite consuming energy. There are various industry standards, which guide on how resources are supposed to be consumed such as Data Centre Maturity Model (DCMM) % [5] and VMware Knowledge Base (VMware KB) [6]. DCMM’s visionary level holds that the monthly average CPU utilization should be above 60%. On the other hand, VMware KB holds that 80% CPU utilization and 85% memory are considered a ceiling or a warning if CPU utilization is 90% for 5 minutes and memory utilization is 95% for 10 minutes. The thresholds set by such references can be used for VM auto-scaling.

To determine the amount of resources, which need to be allocated to a given VM, VM’s resources have to be monitored and analyzed [7]. The insights from the analysis can then be used to propose VM sizes. A number of big CSPs offering public cloud have services that are used to give insights to cloud users about their VM’s resources usage. For instance, Google cloud provides a service for applying right-sizing to VM instances [8]. Microsoft Azure [9] [10] and Amazon cloud have similar services [11]. Unfortunately, these services are proprietary. Furthermore, the services offered do not customize the VMs automatically based on resources usage insights – cloud users have to access the VM resource usage insights and then take actions manually. This does not take full advantage of the already mature hypervisors, such as Xen and VMWare, which can complete such recommendations automatically. This can be accomplished through auto-scaling, which is done after VM resource usage forecasting [12]. Ordinarily, data centre backend traces are collected over time and thus regarded as a time series data and resources prediction methods such as Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) and artificial neural network (ANN) can be used to aid in auto-scaling.

To address the problem of low server utilization, current approaches have concentrated on VM allocation and migration [13] [14] [15]. These approaches only achieve server/host level optimization and not VM level optimization [16].

1.2. VM Auto-scaling
In [17], the authors have observed that IaaS’s model of provisioning fixed VM sizes, which are referred to as VM instances is likely to change to varying VM sizes and is economically driven. The reason is that the fixed VM instances force cloud users to provision VM resources using peak resources demands for a time-varying resources demand. This is where auto-scaling is needed. Auto-scaling gives cloud computing its elasticity property, which is the ability to allocate and release computing resources on demand. Auto-scaling can be accomplished in two ways – horizontal auto-scaling and vertical auto-scaling [12]. In the former, one or more replica VMs are added or removed to match the application demands. This approach is suited for Software as a Service (SaaS), where cloud users access just the application and do not own VMs. On the contrary, vertical auto-scaling allows adjusting a VM size on the fly. For instance, more virtual CPUs (vCPU) can be added to a VM to increase the speed of application processing. Modern hypervisors such as Xen and VMWare support automatic CPU and memory scaling. With memory, scaling is accomplished via memory ballooning [18]. On the other hand, CPU scaling can be accomplished in two ways [12]. The first approach is by adding or removing vCPU via hot-plug. The second approach involves controlling the number of physical CPU cycles for a given VM during run time. In IaaS public, since VMs are directly owned by cloud users, vertical auto-scaling is the visible scaling approach.

An auto-scaling solution needs to adopt an auto-scaling process, which can be summarized as a MAPE (Monitoring Analyzing Planning Execution) loop [19]. Monitoring provides measurements and recording of resource usage over time. More often, monitoring gives rise to data centre backend traces. Analyzing examines the traces whereas the execution does the actual allocation of resources to
VMs. Analysis of trace logs can be done using many different methods such as those described by the work in [7] [20] and [21]. Before execution, the planning phase decides what action to take.

1.3. Cloud Backend Traces

According to [7], there are three major sources of cloud workload traces, which can be used in cloud computing experiments - real workloads, synthetic workload and workloads obtained by using workload generators. Cloud backend traces fall in the category of real workloads because they are obtained from production data centres. They are the most preferred workload to be used in investigating cloud computing application behaviour. There are many real backend traces, which have been published and are publicly available. They include Facebook Hadoop workloads, Yahoo cluster traces [22], Google cluster trace (GCT) [20] [23] and Grid workload archive (GWA) [24]. GWA has published many datasets featuring different characteristics. For instance, the most recent datasets in studying VM resource usage are GWA-T-12 Bitbrains and GWA-T-13 Materna. Among the factors to consider before using a given dataset in experiments in the cloud is if its characteristics match research objectives. For example, to study VM resources usage, GWA’s GWA-T-12 Bitbrains and GWA-T-13 Materna are the best. GWA-T-13 Materna, which has been used in this paper, is collected from the distributed Materna’s data centre hosting a variety of highly critical business applications (e.g. SAP, government, IT, etc.) over a period of 1-month, three times – it has three sets of data collected from the same set of VMs [25]. The first set consists of 520 VMs, the second set consist of 527 VMs and the third one consists of 547 VMs. The data is organized into CSV files and shows resources allocated to the VM (such as CPU and memory) and resources used by application workloads.

1.4. Cloud Simulations

Testing cloud computing technologies can be an expensive affair if it has to be done on real hardware testbeds. Furthermore, cloud applications require timely, repeatable and controllable methodologies for evaluations before deployment, which cannot be guaranteed on real testbeds. Cloud simulators can be used to address this gap. CloudSim Plus is one such cloud simulators, which can be used to test the different characteristics of cloud computing [26]. CloudSim Plus is Java-based cloud simulator forked from CloudSim [27] except that it is easier to use because it follows software engineering standards with code duplication entirely removed. CloudSim Plus perfectly emulates a cloud data centre – it has the following components; a Cloudlet, VM, Broker, Host and Data centre. A cloudlet is similar to user applications, which are executed inside VMs. VMs are held in hosts, which are typically servers in a data centre. A data centre is comprised of hardware with physical computing resources and all the software that is used to manage the hardware. CloudSim Plus framework allows the creation of the aforementioned components in Java code and execution of workloads using various VM allocation algorithm of choice inbuilt in the simulator. The simulators can be used to test many different cloud characteristics including energy consumption.

1.5. Time Series Prediction Methods

Time series is a very common way of analyzing a sequence of data. Therefore, it is useful in predicting future resource demands in an entire data centre or individual VMs. There are many different models that can be used to predict future VM resource usage such as moving averages (MA), auto-regression (AR), auto-regressive integrated moving averages (ARMA) and artificial neural networks (ANN) [12]. ARIMA and ANN are commonly preferred because they can discover patterns in a time series to improve prediction accuracy. According to [28], if a time series follows a normal distribution, an ARIMA model is used, otherwise, ANN prediction model is used. A Jarque-Bera test can be applied to check for time series normality.
2. Related Works
In recent times, there has been a growth of literature related to virtual machine customization to support the need to move from fixed-size VMs to varying VM sizes. We have reviewed research works focusing on either VM customization or VM auto-scaling and VM resource usage prediction. The work in [4] has proposed a VM sizing approach, which maps a group of tasks to customized VM types for container-based cloud applications. The mapping is based on task resource usage patterns, which are obtained from an analysis of historical resource utilization data extracted from a production cloud. The resources assigned to a VM should match the resources needs of the processed tasks leading to efficient utilization of cloud resources. As a consequence, energy consumption is decreased because fewer PMs are required. The proposed approach has been evaluated using GCT and authors report that if VM resources are allocated based on the discovered usage patterns, significant energy saving can be achieved.

In [29], the authors have proposed an approach, which involves VM sizing and VM placement. This approach is based on co-locating heterogeneous workloads in a similar server by creating copies of the same VM in different servers to reduce the aggregate demand of similar resources in the same server. The incoming load is then distributed to the copies of the VM thus allowing the CSP to achieve more aggressive consolidation without performance loss, which is normally caused by homogenous workloads. Apart from reducing energy consumption resulting from the use of fewer servers, the authors have reported improved reliability resulting from the existence of copies of similar VMs.

In [28], the authors have proposed a real-time time resource usage prediction system for IaaS cloud VMs. In this system, real-time resource usage collected in time intervals (time series) is fed into the proposed system and prediction is either accomplished using ARIMA or ANN. If the time series follows a Gaussian distribution, ARIMA is used, otherwise, ANN is used. Predicted resource values are then used to scale VMs resources. The authors have evaluated the proposed system using randomly selected VMs from GWA-T-12 Bitbrains real backend traces (mentioned earlier). Other research works, which have reported successful resource usage prediction include [30], [31] and [32].

In [33], the authors claim that the current auto-scaling approaches employed in container-based cloud applications use auto-scaling rules with static thresholds. An example of a static threshold in allocation resources based on a 95th percentile or an average of historical resource demands. Furthermore, the rules rely only on infrastructure-related monitoring data such as memory and CPU usage. Based on this, a dynamic auto-scaling method has been proposed, which uses both infrastructure-related monitoring data and application-level monitoring data (such as response time or application throughput). The proposed method performs better when compared with seven different auto-scaling approaches.

The authors in [34] claim that using threshold-based auto-scaling approaches fail because it is difficult to set thresholds with the right values. To address this challenge, the authors have proposed a dynamic threshold approach, which predicts resources using Long Short-Term Memory Recurrent Neural Network and auto-scale virtual resources based on predicted values. The main problem addressed by the proposed approach is to handle Slashdot – a situation where auto-scaling might fail due to a sudden influx of traffic. The evaluations results show that the proposed algorithm outperforms existing algorithms.

3. Proposed Approach
Although many VM customization techniques have been proposed, most of them do not use mixed approaches - static threshold and dynamic threshold. In this paper, we propose a technique, which customizes VMs by assigning static resources (using static thresholds i.e. percentiles) based on historical CPU and memory usage. Because of the varying nature of resources demand, the demands, which exceed the fixed resources demands are predicted for VM auto-scaling. In this approach, energy consumption is reduced by reducing PMs via efficient resource utilization. Fig. 1 summarizes
the proposed approach. The target cloud is IaaS, where cloud users are forced to provision VM resources using peak resources demand for a time-varying resources demand and without the knowledge of the resources requirements of their applications.

![Diagram of proposed approach methodology]

Fig. 1. Proposed approach methodology

The fixed VM resources are fixed so that 90% of sampled demands are covered (i.e. 90th percentile), then scaled such that resource consumption is at 80% (from VMware KB). For instance memory’s percentile ranking, $R_{\text{memory}}$, is given as shown in equation 1.

$$R_{\text{memory}} = \left\lceil \frac{90}{100} \times N \right\rceil,$$ (1)

where $N$ is the total sampled memory usage observations. A similar treatment is applied to CPU usage. If a function, $f(R)$, returns the actual memory usage from memory ranking $R$, then fixed memory for the VM is given according to equation 2.

$$\text{Memory} = \frac{5}{4} f(R_{\text{memory}}),$$ (2)

If the predicted resources usage values exceed the fixed resource usage, the hypervisor is triggered to auto-scale the VM vertically to appropriate values.

The dataset used in this paper is GWA-T-13 Materna, which consists of 520 VMs (discussed earlier). We have carried out some preliminary analysis on randomly selected VMs from the dataset such as comparing resources provisioned and resources actually used, time series normality testing and percentiles. Fig. 2 shows the amount of CPU used as monitored during the entire time. The time series plot shows that resources usage by VM’s application workload is highly dynamic. Therefore, provisioning VM resources using peak resources leads to serious resource wastage.
In Fig. 3, the plot shows a comparison between memory provisioned to VM and memory actually used to process workloads. It can be observed that resources actually used are very small as compared to resources provisioned. In fact, an analysis performed in all the 520 VMs, showed that the monthly average CPU usage is about 4.5% whereas memory usage has a monthly average of about 8.5%. This resource utilization is very low as compared to that recommended by VMware KB and DCMM industry standards.

Further, Fig. 4 shows the 90th percentile for memory consumption for VM 405. It can be observed that provisioning resources at 90th percentile would not be sufficient. This is the reason why predicting future resources demands is necessary. In addition, we have tested time series normality using Jarque-Bera test a number of randomly selected VMs and results show that the test variable has a non-Gaussian distribution of values. For instance, Table 1 shows the results of VM 172’s memory usage normality test. As observed, the p value is less than alpha value, thus we conclude that our variable has no non-Gaussian distribution of values. Therefore, ANN is used to predict future resource values.

Fig. 2: CPU usage for VM 405 for the entire time

Fig. 3: A comparison between memory used and memory allocated for VM 1 for the entire time
Fig. 4: VM 405’s memory usage for the entire period showing 90th percentile

Table 1: Results of the Jarque-Bera test on VM 172’s memory usage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test metric</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JB</td>
<td>3802.958114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p value</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The proposed ANN model is shown in equation 3 and is represented in the architecture shown in Fig. 5.

\[ y_t = w_0 + \sum_{j=1}^{q} w_{0,j} \cdot g \left( w_0 + \sum_{i=1}^{p} w_{i,j} \cdot Input_{t-i} \right) \]  
(3)
where \( p \) and \( q \) represent the number of inputs and hidden nodes respectively, \( w_{ij}(i=1,2,\ldots,p, j=1,2,\ldots,q) \) and \( w_j(j=0,1,2,\ldots,q) \) are connection weights (\( w_{ij} \) and \( w_0 \) are the biases applied to the input nodes and output of hidden nodes respectively) and \( g(.) \) is a sigmoid activation function.

4. Experimental Evaluation

The main objective of this experimental setup is to evaluate the success of static VM sizing from an energy consumption perspective as well as the performance of the prediction of future resource usage. For static VM sizing, we execute application workloads in GWA-T-13 Materna trace 1 using a data centre configuration similar to the one that produced traces. The data centre is simulated on CloudSim Plus using FF, BF and WF VM allocation algorithm. These algorithms are readily implemented in CloudSim Plus. The data centre consists of 49 hosts, with 1298 CPU cores and 6780 GB of memory and runs 520 VMs. The resources allocated to each VM is contained in each VMs file in the dataset. The data centre uses VMware ESX hypervisor and the host’s idle power is set at 60% of its peak power. The same application workload is executed after VM sizing. The amount of energy consumed during the execution before and after VM sizing is compared. Power, \( P_T \), consumed by the data centre hosts is computed according to equation 4. The amount of resources (CPU and memory) allocated to VMs before and after VM sizing is also compared.

\[
P_T = \sum_{i=1}^{n} ((P_i^p - P_i^b) \times \left( \frac{N_i}{100} \right) + P_i^b),
\]

(4)

where \( n \) is the number of hosts in a data centre, \( P_i^p \) is the peak power consumption of the \( i^{th} \) host, \( P_i^b \) is the host’s idle power and \( N \) is the percentage CPU utilization of the host. Energy, \( E \), computed as shown in equation 5.

\[
E = P_T,
\]

(5)

where \( P \) is equivalent to \( P_T \) (measured in watts) and \( T \) is a time (in seconds) interval.

The ANN model has been done in the Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA) using its GUI option. Selected VM’s data is converted into WEKA’s ARFF data format and loaded into WEKA. Feature selection is accomplished using correlations using CPU consumption and memory as target classes in turn. The data is then partitioned (with the order of observations preserved) into 80% for training and 20% for testing. The ANN model is trained using the parameters shown in Table 2. The predicted values of the model are tested using three accuracy metric - Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE), Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE).

Table 2: ANN model training parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Learning rate</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Momentum</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training time/epoch</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of hidden layers</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Results and Discussion

After fixed VM customization using the proposed technique, we have theoretically reduced the amount of resources provisioned to the VMs – from 1298 cores to 535 cores for CPU and from 6780 GB to 4142 GB of memory. A reduction in the amount of resources results in a reduction of the number of active data centre hosts. As a consequence, the amount of energy consumption in the data centre reduces. This claim is confirmed in Fig. 6, which shows a comparison of the energy consumption by hosts in the data centre before and after VM customization.

![Fig. 6: A comparison between energy consumption before and after VM customization across different VM allocation algorithms](image)

On ANN model prediction performance, 5 randomly selected VMs were evaluated on 3 accuracy metrics – MAE, MAPE and RMSE. Table 3 shows the performance metrics results on VM 172.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>Memory</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAE</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>183012.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAPE</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>109.4</td>
<td>219973.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As observed from the table, there is a high prediction's accuracy. Generally, MAE is affected by the unit of measurement used and thus the MAE for memory, which is 183012.5 may be misleading. Fortunately, the memory unit is in kilobytes (KB) (183012.5 KB is approximately equal to 0.183 GB), which shows a small deviation of the predicted values from the actual values. A similar argument applies to RMSE. In this case then, we rely on MAPE, which again shows a small difference – 13.8% for CPU and 17.9% for memory. The highest MAPE value for the 5 VMs considered was about 30% for CPU and 24% for memory. The accuracy metrics values show the size of variation of the predicted values from the actual values – over or below. Generally, if the prediction is higher than the actual value, there is no worry because the VM will not suffer from lack of enough resources. On the contrary, predictions, which are lower than the actual values makes the VM suffer from lack of enough resources. In this case, we recommend combining this approach with statistical multiplexing - a technique where a VM borrows resources from a co-located VM at peak demands. We have shown in our earlier work, [35], that this technique is visible because VM resource demands do not peak simultaneously.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a mixed approach of VM customizing to match resources demand by application workloads – fixed VM size resources and VM auto-scaling via prediction. The fixed VM resources use a static threshold (90th percentile) while auto-scaling uses ANN for prediction. We tested our approach using real backend traces from a production data centre and results show that using VM size customization can lead to energy savings in a data centre. As future work, we plan to implement our approach on Xen hypervisor and perform trials on real hardware.
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